


A visual communications company &
complete supplier of signage and advertising solutions

Our main market is Scandinavia and Estonia,
but we have long experience with deliveries 
of signage and advertising solutions all over 
Europe . 

With more than 15 000+ sign deliveries to small 
and big clients in both public and private sector, 
we have developed a solid knowledge base and 
experience on how we can successfully expose 
our clients brand.

We strive to be market leading on accessability, 
quality, service and to be able to deliver compe-
titive prices for our clients.

Our job is to make your brand visible – 
Contact us

Idea & design

Facade signs

Exhibition Event material

Indoor signs Vinyl & Print

Project management Mounting

Services

Products



Facade signs
Signage Garden can deliver facade signs in all shapes and 
sizes, with or without lighting. In co-operation with you as 
client we will find the solutions that promotes your brand in 
the best possible way. 

In picking the best possible solutions, there is several factors 
that play a part. The architecture of the building, the shape 
and placement of the sign and light conditions of the enviro-
ment and building. All theese factors plays a part on how the 
final sign will meet up to your expectations.
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Facade cover
Signage Garden has produced and delivered standard looking and special 3D facades 
cover panels. Signage Garden has assembled and delivered majority of the new stores 
for Rema 1000.
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Signage Garden offers all types of indoor signage, with and 
without lighting. We ensure that your business provides good 
information and good referrals for both guests and customers. 
Your brand should also be well visible and stand out in an indoor 
environment.

Comprehensive visual communication is important to ensure 
that your business profile is easily recognizable. Design and 
presentation of logo and profile in an indoor environment should 
therefore match outdoor signage to build on the identity of the 
company. Profile and presentation on the web is also important 
to give customers and other stakeholders a perception value 
and a comprehensive impression of the business. We look at the 
whole and work closely with design agencies, architects and you 
as a customer to help ensure the visible expression and identity 
of your business.

Indoor signage also has practical aspects. Indoor signage 
shall contribute to good and visible information in addition 
to providing intuitive and good references to the building’s 
facilities. A further aspect of indoor signage is the imposed 
signage of fire extinguishing equipment and reference to escape 
routes.

Do your business want a non-binding offer for easy indoor 
signage or complete signage for the building? Contact us for an 
informal meeting and exploration of your premises.

Indoor signage
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Signage Garden offers all types of vinyl and print. Vinyl wrap-
ping is a cheap and efficient way to profile your business or 
product on cars and shop windows etc. Printing on exciting 
materials like aluminum and brushed steel can give the room 
exactly what you are looking for.

Vinyl is very suitable for signage, profiling and decor. Vinyl is 
available in all thicknesses, colors and lengths and can be 
printed or laser-cut in all fonts or designs. With Vinyl it’s just 
the imagination that stops what’s possible to create.

We print logos and design elements on all types of materials, 
give us a challenge and we will do our utmost to realize your 
wishes.

Vinyl & Print
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Signage Garden can design complete trade fair stands for your 
business in different materials, offering all types of decorative 
items.

To be visible at major conferences and fairs, one must stand out 
from the crowd. To make you visible in rooms where there are a 
lot of people and struggle for attention, one must be creative in 
terms of design, color choices and choice of materials.

We use various materials to create both small and large 
decorative elements for offices, fairs, events and window 
displays. How about decorating the Christmas exhibition in the 
store with a full-grown snowman, or a giant gift package? Or what 
about creating an exclusive logo sign in isopor with lacquered 
acrylic in front to get a piano paint effect?

We gladly assist your business with decorating a trade show, 
Christmas exhibition or event so it creates attention and 
contributes to the positive attention for your business.

Exhibition
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We have worked with several of the largest event companies 
in Scandinavia and have good experience of making the 
impossible, possible. We can assist with everything from idea 
development to the actual production of profile and design 
elements.

Making a good event is often about surprise the participants 
and create a moment that will be remembered and talked 
about for a long time after the event itself. We work closely 
with the event company and you as a customer to ensure that 
the design of the event is as expected, and preferably a little 
more ...

Event
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Sign profiles
A light sign can come in many varieties. On the next pages you 
will see our most used profiles as well as more special variants.
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Profile 00
Flat letters without light
Small, medium and large signs

Materials: 3-30mm aluminium, steel, brass,
  copper, PVC, wood etc. 
Mounting:  Standoffs
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Profile 01
Channel letters without light
Small, medium and large signs

Materials: Aluminum front and side painted  
  in RAL color 
Mounting:  Standoffs

Profile 03
Backlit channel letters
Small, medium and large signs

Materials: Aluminum front and side painted  
  in RAL color 
Mounting:  Rails
  Standoffs
Back:   Opal acrylic



Profile 06
Frontlit channel letters
Small, medium and large signs

Materials: Aluminum front and side painted  
  in RAL color 
Mounting:  Rails
  Standoffs
Front:   8mm opal acrylic
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Profile 6 mini
Frontlit channel letters
Small, medium and large signs

Materials: 30mm opal acrylic
Mounting:  Rails
  Standoffs
Back:   2mm aluminium 
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Profile special «neon»
Channel letters with neon «tubes» in from
Small and medium signs

Materials: Aluminum front and side painted  
  in RAL color 
Mounting:  Rails
  Standoffs
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Lightbox pr L1
«Box» with cut out aluminium front
Small, medium and large signs

Materials: Aluminum front and side painted  
  in RAL color 
Mounting:  Directly on wall 
  Wall bracketes



Lightbox pr L4
«Box» with acrylic front
Small, medium and large signs

Materials: Aluminum back and side painted  
  in RAL color 
Mounting:  Directly on wall
  Wall brackets
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Lightbox pr L10
«Box» with cut out aluminium front and 8-15mm acrylic 
mounted on top
Small, medium and large signs

Materials: Aluminum front and side painted  
  in RAL color 
Mounting:  Directly on wall
  Wall brackets
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Special (real clock inside)

Special (rgb borlealis)

Special (illuminated bowl)
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Profile 00

Profile overview

Profile 03

Profile 06 mini

Profile 01

Profile 04

Profile 06

Profile L1

Profile L4

Profile L10



Kristjan Sinimägi
Project manager

krisjan@signagegarden.com
+372 529 8185

Contact

  Tihase 34, 10619 Tallinn, Estonia

Location

Marwin Lindeberg
Production manager

marwin@signagegarden.com
+372 50 134 55

Kermo Sinimägi
CFO

kermo@signagegarden.com
+372 5827 0342
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www.signagegarden.com


